
Instruction 
Switch1:servo ty s setting, turn to ONKE for digital, the other side for simulation 
Switch2:sensitivity forward and reverse setting , change gyroscope sensitivity 
correspond to servo action. 

LED 
when power it on, fast blink means initializing gyroscope midpoint and the remote 
control direction midpoint. Don’t move the gyroscope or change the remote control 
direction. If LED stops blinking and constantly light after initialization, means 
receiving sensitivity digital, sensitivity is set by remote control, the potentiometer 
can adjust the range that the servo output, clockwise up. If LED blinks slowly when 
initialization completed, means no sensitivity digital received, the sensitivity is set 
by potentiometer, clockwise shows the maximum, the servo is at the maximum 
range meantime. 
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Instructions:
1. Mount gyro in vehicle using double-sided tape (do not use CA glue). gyro can be oriented in any 
direction.  Ideal placement is in the middle of vehicle but it can be mounted anywhere.  Sensitivity 
increases the further back it is installed but can be adjusted to compensate.
2. Connect gyro as shown in diagram. Plug for channel 3 is optional and for remote sensitivity 
adjustment. When disconnected, dial adjustment controls "Limit".  When connected dial adjustment 
controls "Gain".
3. Switch 1 controls direction of gyro action 
4. Set switch 2 to match servo being used (digital or analog)

LED
When power is switched on (ensure transmiitter is turned on), LED will blink quickly indicating the unit is initializing .  Do not move 
vehicle during initialization.  If LED is on  solid after initialization it indicates the gyro is plugged into a 3rd channel and sensitivity can 
be adjusted remotely via transmistter.  If LED blinks slowly after initialization, it indicates the gyro is not connected to remote 
adjustment and can be adjusted via adjustment  dial on gyro.   
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